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Betty Moore Bryson
Welcome to Collington, Betty Moore Bryson!

By Faith Jackson

band, among others. He helped her get to Harry

She joins us at 93, and sparkles

James, who was looking for a

when she speaks of her

girl to sing with his new male

professional life -- more than

singer. When Betty went for an

eighty years of singing and

audition she listened to a skinny

acting.

kid from New Jersey rehearsing,

Her parents were "Daly and

and said to herself, "Nobody is

Mac" in vaudeville; her father

going to know I'm here!"

wrote all their material as well as

However, amid the teen-age

that for other headliners. He

hysteria over "Frankie! Frankie!"

was, Betty says, a pioneer in

she was hired for four weeks

advertising. He died at 43.

and sang with him.

Betty's older sister had an act

"I suggested he change his

of her own and one night, so the
legend goes, she took Betty on

-

name to Sonata," Betty said, but
Betty Moore Bryson, performer

stage for a bow. That did it.
From then on, that's where Betty wanted to be.
Seemingly of lesser interest to her -- be-

no, thanks. James wanted her
to tour with him but she left to

go to the Barter Theater. The war soon caught
up with her and she left for the South Pacific in

cause she was always looking ahead -- is that

USO Camp Shows, singing and entertaining.

she was Chicago-raised, went to Oak Park

She had her own radio show in Guam, briefly.

schools and something called the School of
Expression in the Chicago Fine Arts building.
Betty began with singing gigs in hotels and

After the war and a divorce, she headed
back to the Barter Theater in '46, to get back on
stage. Along the way she began a second

jazz clubs in Chicago, Vegas and New York.

marriage to Herbert Bryson, which lasted until

Along the way she married Harry Jaeger, a

his death. When I asked if she could make me a

drummer who played in Benny Goodman's

list of productions she has appeared in, she

rolled her eyes. I could see

You must get to know Betty and hear for

why, when she handed me

yourself. She is a Trooper, First Class. She has

her résumé, which does

wonderful stories to tell, in several authentic

not begin to name all the

accents! "You know, you can't really teach

plays she described in our

anyone to sing jazz," she says. "But if I could find

talk. The résumé lists 26

a really good jazz pianist, I'd sing now."

plays: Broadway, I; OffBroadway, 5; Regional
Theater/Stock, 13; Film/Television, 7. (This

Pat French, Photographer

includes recurring roles in The Edge of Night,
The breathtaking photograph of Lake

One Life to Live, Search For Tomorrow and
Another World. ); Commercials, On Request.
You may have seen her on Boadway in

Winnipesaukee on Page One tells you
something important about Pat French.

Funny Girl, or in theaters in Louisville,

She's a terrific photographer. And, while

Cincinnati, Syracuse, Boca Raton, or companies

she has a refined aesthetic sense, she has

in Connecticut and Rhode Island. She went on
tour in 1972 with Do I Hear a Waltz? She toured
in India and Syria in 1982 with Buried Child.
She had a variety of great parts in well-known
plays such as Cat On a Hot Tin Roof, God Bless

worked hard to conquer the challenges of
the new digital age. Taking good
photographs consistently calls for new skills
these days. In addition to being beautiful

You, Mr. Rosewater, and as varied as Three

photos, her selection on page 12 tell us

Penny Opera, Romeo and Juliet, and Uncle

much about her abilities.

Vanya. She was in the original Off-Broadway

Thanks, Pat, for the gift of your images.

Steel Magnolias in 1989, before it went to the
screen.
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directors. As she speaks, a jumble of famous
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names of co-workers drops all around me: Jack
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Lemmon, Walter Matthau, George Grizzard, and
Gregory Peck, Charles Laughton, Dizzy
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Faith Jackson, Jarvis Freymann, Jean Getlein, Sally
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Fogertry, Red Nichols, Garson Kanin, Sidney

Gundlach, Frances Kolarek.

Kingsley, T. Edward Hambleton. Wow! I fail to
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catch them all.
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Great Decisions Returns
By Sally Griffen

learning from each other. Participants can also
fill out an opinion ballot that is returned to the
F.P.A., combined with those from other groups

If you drop by the game room on designated

and transmitted to Congress. Moderators for the

Saturday mornings, you will find twenty or so

eight topics are Kay Cave, Clyde Griffen, Curt

Collington residents vigorously discussing a vari-

Bury, Peg Cosgrove, Don Peretz, Sally Griffen,

ety of challenges facing the U.S. and the world.

Cole Blasier and Chuck Dell.
Discussions have been lively and well in-

They are participating in the Great Decisions
program of the Foreign Policy Association
(F.P.A.), a program founded in 1954 to encourage thoughtful debate about the issues facing
our nation and the world.
Offered earlier at Collington, this reincarnation is due to the hard work of the ever-energetic

formed; most participants have read the briefing
book and come full of ideas and additional information. In short, the program has lived up to
Lynn's hopes for it, and participants are high in
their evaluations. More residents are welcome;
come and join the Great Decisions group and
discover what you are missing.

and creative Lynn Bernstein (instigator also of
the Scottish games, a Scrabble group and mem-

A Spot of Wi-Fi

ber of The Coliingtonian and many other local
activities). Lynn recruited discussion leaders
and participants, managed the liaison with the
F.P.A. and the publicity here. She believes that
although most of us are no longer active in the
larger community, "if you become engaged with
the issues of the day, you are less frustrated and
still a part of this world. You can rise above the
confusion with sympathy, understanding and
compassion for the problems we face as individuals, a country, and the world."
The eight topics for 2009 encompass: The

We now enjoy an area radiating from the Library where Wi-Fi connections can be made to
the Internet. Ted Prince tells us that a $50-piece
of hardware and the cooperation of Nancie Gonzalez in installing its software on the computer
she gave to our Library, enabled him to set up
this amenity. Al Folop says that the Wi-Fi connection reaches as far as a spot inside the Auditorium doors; he uses it when giving computer
lessons there. It can also be used near the entry
to the Ivy Room, and at a few spots in the Clocktower lobby, if you stay close to the mailboxes.

U.S. and Rising Powers; Afghanistan and Paki-

Mainly of use to visitors who with laptops

stan; Energy and the Global Economy; The Arc-

equipped with wireless capacity, it could also
prove a time-saver to residents with dial-up inter-

tic Age; Egypt; the global food crisis; Cuba and
Human Rights. For every topic, The F.P.A. provides a booklet outlining the dimensions of the
problem, written by an expert in the field. Each
session begins with a 20 minute video further

net connections who want to transmit lengthy
documents.
Installation of Wi-Fi to cover the entire campus
has been delayed.

F. K.

discussing the topic. Then it is up to the discussion leader and participants to take it from there,
asking questions, expressing their ideas, and
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More Local Restaurants
By Sally Griffen

reasonable prices and is a favorite for many a
Collingtonian.
Directions: There are many ways to get there.

Here are a few more restaurants within

Take 50 to Crofton, pick up 301 north, take Rte

reasonable driving distance from Collington. A

3 when it splits from 301, then when 450

listing of Annapolis restaurants will appear in a

Defense Highway) crosses 3, turn right, then

later issue.

make a quick right into a small shopping
center. Or turn left on Enterprise Road after a

Beijing of Greenbelt: A number of residents,

left exit from Collington, then right on 450, and

including Peter Wilson, say it is the best

follow through part of Bowie until it crosses Rte

Chinese in the area. Its location next to the

3. Or pick up 301 in Bowie. 410-721-0331.

movie theater in Greenbelt makes it possible to
combine the two for a satisfying evening out.

Panera Bread: We all know this wonderful

Directions: Turn left on Enterprise Road which

source for terrific bread, soup and salad, but

will become Greenbelt Road. Continue past

may not know that there is one in the shopping

Hanover Parkway, up the hill, until you see the

center at the corner of Lottsford Vista and

brown sign for Greenbelt Historic Center on the

Martin Luther King Blvd. According to some,

right. You will then be on Southway. Follow

this one is much less crowded and better than

Southway until it comes to the town center. The

the one in Bowie Town Center.

theater and restaurant are highly visible.

Directions: Left out of Collington, left on

301-345-3996

Lottsford Vista until, just before the intersection
with M. L. King Blvd., you will see a huge sign

Royal Jade: Barbara Hall has found this

for Home Depot on the right; turn into that

Chinese restaurant to be quite good. It is

shopping center.

located in an office building on the corner of
Greenbelt Road and Hanover Parkway.

Jerry's Seafood: This Lanham favorite has

Directions: Turn left on Enterprise Road which

opened a new, more upscale restaurant (still

becomes Greenbelt Road. At the light for Han-

no tablecloths!) in Bowie, next to the Regal

over Parkway anticipate a tricky bit: Turn left

Cinema. Barbara Hall says the crab offerings

on to Hanover and as soon as you can, turn left

are as good as ever. Another opportunity to

to go the other way on Hanover. Just before

combine dining and the movies! Sorry, they

Greenbelt Road, turn up the driveway to the

still do not take reservations.

office building on your right. Royal Jade is right

Directions: Take 50 to the Bowie exit at

there. 301-441-8880

Collington Road. Proceed south to the light at
Northview and turn left. The first left takes you

Allison's: Many residents have chided me for

into the plaza where Jerry's is located at 15211

omitting this restaurant located next to Lemon

Major Lansdale Blvd. 301-805-2284.

Grass. It features seafood, beef and pasta at
The Collingtonian
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Mr. Collington

assignments took him and Peggy to

By Robert Elkin

Washington D.C., twice; to graduate school at
MIT; to Anchorage, Alaska; to Florida's Eglin

The highly-organized closet in Art

Air Force Base, and to Japan. In the course of

Longacre's den is the product of a scientific

these moves, Peggy bought, fixed up, and sold

mind, a deep love of order, and total

seven houses.

involvement in Collington life. Here

He retired from the Air Force in

are records of dozens of tax returns

1963, a lieutenant colonel. He and

he has completed; of the Collington

Peggy settled in Camp Springs,

Foundation, dating back to the years

Maryland, where Art taught math in

when it was The Fellowship Fund; of

the Prince George's County School

the names of everyone who ever

system. Then, with a Master's degree

moved to Collington. As well as a

in counseling, he worked another 14

pile of Collingtonians going back to

years at a Virginia high school,. After

Year One.

Art Longacre

A love of education is deeply ingrained in

taking courses in tax preparation, he

volunteered in 1980 for the Prince George's

Art. With the help of his Aunt Mary, he was the

County program of Tax Counseling for the

only member of his large Mennonite farming

Elderly.

family in Pennsylvania Dutch Country who

In 1988, as Peggy's health declined, the

graduated from college. He earned a degree

couple moved to Collington, where Art

in Chemical Engineering at Penn State

became deeply involved in volunteer activities.

University in 1939, only one of many degrees

He served on Collington's Board of Directors

he earned over time.

as well as chairing the Collington Foundation.

Following graduation, Art enlisted in the Air
Force where he studied meteorology, a field
that made use of his math and science
background. He completed an MIT training
program and flew off in the belly of a B24 to
Eighth Air Force HO in Bushly Park, near
London, arriving in June 1942. He would
spend three years in England, providing
essential weather forecasts for allied bombers.
At the end of the war, Art met and married
Peggy. "She was bright, lively, very friendly
and talkative; she was the perfect antidote to

His natural affinity for the soil led him to active
membership in the Hilltop Gardens, and for
years he has kept the "Home Groan" table
supplied with tomatoes, Jerusalem artichokes,
berries and other delicacies.
At 91, Art is gradually cutting back on his
volunteer work, but he remains a true leader,
always aware of what's going on, often sought
out for advice, and ever ready with fund raising.
Despite his claimed reserve, Art has made
many friends here, notably with his special
friend Faith Jackson.
It is no wonder some residents have

my reserve," he says. He soon returned to

dubbed him "Mr. Collington."

active duty as a meteorologist and his
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for fatter plants and blooms. Perennials have
to settle in, for goodness' sake, and if they like
where you placed them, will reward you a little
more each year. If they don't like the spot, they
are apt to sulk, stand still, and wait to be
Ho, for bouncy fair maidens in this merry
month, and the most beautiful to be named
Queen of the May. Then, there's May 1, now

planted elsewhere. Believe me. I've replanted
lagging plants more often than I care to admit.
Floyd Thiel, who has been bringing vegeta-

taken up most notably by the Russians. But did

bles to the Home Groan Board every summer

you know that the very first political May Day

for years, and is signed up to join us with his

was celebrated in Hyde Park, London, in 1890,

wife, Ruth, knows all about patience in his

when half a million people marched in support

garden and Christmas tree business. Mid-

of an eight-hour work day? Of course, there is

April, he brought me a small fig tree, my heart's

terrifying May Day!! when you get in a pickle at

desire, for the second time! "If this one doesn't

sea. I have been in a pickle at sea.

make it, we'll try again."

Here's the one I like best: The word "May"
comes from MAJUS, and was dedicated to the
MAJORES, the oldest citizens of Rome. That's
good enough for me! I will be one of the older
citizens of Collington this month, and it feels
great.

Quick notes: Last month, our annual plant
discussion went very well. I introduced Art
Longacre and Bill Preston to talk about
vegetables and flowers that do well hereabout,
and which resist deer.
Greenhouse annuals are almost ready to
buy, in quantity: marigolds, petunias,

So to work. First, all the houseplants get
put out for the summer. Thank goodness. They

begonias, impatiens and herbs.
Carolyn Feinglass told me the little nursery

can hardly wait. Optimists often put them out

on Riva Road has flats of primulas, my all-time

on warm April days. However, don't be

favorite; I must hitch a ride to get some. They

surprised if we get a freeze around here, just

spread well in shady spots. My hellebores

when you think winter is finally over. The spring

(Lenten rose) have been a long-blooming joy,

flowers of April, some still blooming, were
beautiful. Eileen Henderson's patio garden
was a treat, and Evelyn Colbert's purple grape
hyacinths gave spice to her borders; left alone,
they spread yearly.

and are almost ready to divide. More people
should try them. I broke down and ordered
four "Moo" geraniums. I could have wintered
mine over, but didn't. They're the ones touted
to keep mosquitoes away. Looked great in my
patio pots. Kelly's Nursery has them.

Which brings me to the subject of patience.

So, get out your arnica, horse liniment or

Gardens cannot make it without long-range

arthritis pills. You'll need them from now on

patience. This is something I forget in my wish

until fall. Happy Gardening Days!
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Marketing Staff
Scores a Win

To Move
Or Not to Move
Herb Stone represented Collington last month

Life Care Services publishes a monthly

at a Cosmos Club seminar designed to help

newsletter, Sales And Success Stories, in

older people decide about moving to a

which the following paragraph about our

retirement community. Jean Getlein, a member

Marketing Staff appears in the April 2009

of the Cosmos Club Associates Executive

edition:

Committee, the group which organized the
seminar, suggested that Herb Stone speak for
Collington at the event.
With the title "To Move or Not to Move?" the
seminar also invited Gail Kohn, formerly
Collington's executive director, to discuss her
present work with Capitol Hill Village. This
organization offers its members -- people who
prefer to remain in their own homes as they
age -- a concierge service which helps them
findhealth-care providers, home repair
experts, transportation, etc.
Other seminar topics included "Aging in
Place and Other Options," "About Senior
Communities," and issues involving financing.
In his talk, Herb pointed out the virtues of our
life care option, of living in a community that
nourishes the mind, and the beauty of
Collington's campus. "Which," he adds,
"introduced the subject of 'How do we get to
Collington?', a problem that seemed
insurmountable to many."
Herb has suggested to David Walbright, our
Marketing Director, that Collington offer
Cosmos Club members a bus ride to our
campus one Saturday morning.
F. K.
Amateurs built the Ark; professionals built
the Titanic.

"March madness struck more than NCAA
basketball. There was a tournament of sales
going on at Collington in Mitchellville, MD, with
eight new reservations! With at least two of the
sales coming in with only minutes left in the
game, this team made it happen. It was all net
for Residency Counselors Linda Chaplin and
Andrea Marchesotti, with assists from Marie
Wilson and coach David Waibright. Nice
work!"
Collington was credited with five or more
move-Ins in March 2009 and sales of five more
in the same month. Winners!

Lend a Hand to the OP Shop
Gertrude Mitchell, OP Shop Treasurer,
would welcome some help on Fridays from
2:30 to 4:30 to help bag purchases. Two
hours, once a week, is not asking a lot.
Roanne Hartfield says the display cases
brought in $471 through March this year. And
she is always on the lookout for contributions
of collectibles.
These funds, plus the OP shop income, all
go to help finance RA activities.

May 2009
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Our Official State Dinosaur

land Science Museum at the Inner Harbor. It ex-

By Sally Bucklee

hibits a genuine Prince George's dinosaur and is
one of my grandson's favorite spots -- partly be-

"Dinosaur alley" seemed like an appropriate
-- and fun -- place for this Collington resident to
be with her grandson as the State recently celebrated "Maryland Dinosaurs' 150th Anniversary."
Discovered nearby in 1858 in an iron mine near

cause of its dinosaurs but more because its cafeteria appeals to a young male's bottomless pit,
which surely shares some similarities with the digestive system of our dinosaur. Think of dinosaur parents trying to feed a family of four!

Route 1 between Laurel and Beltsville, Astrodon Johnstoni became Maryland's
first and, in 1998, its official State Dino-

Finding It

saur.

By Dorothy Brown

Standing more than 30 feet high
and stretching at least 60 feet long, this

It doesn't have to be "Finders Keep-

remarkable creature represents the first

ers, Losers Weepers." Collington's Security has

sauropod dinosaur unearthed in North America.

a system to keep track of straying possessions.

Under horrific weather conditions during the win-

At the Security Desk you'll find a large container

ter of 1887-88, many different fossils were recov-

of items that have been turned in by residents

ered only a few miles away, from the Muirkirk

and employees. Most frequent additions are

site, and shipped to Yale University for examina-

scarves, tote bags, hats, purses, and "lots of

tion and display. Today this collection resides at

glasses," according to Verne Rious, Security as-

the Smithsonian and the original Astrodon is be-

sistant. They are kept for three to four weeks

lieved to really be a Brachiosaurid.

before being given to the Op Shop. You can call

Over the past century and a half, 115 millionyear-old dinosaur fossils from the early Cretaceous Period have been uncovered in the Dis-

Security at any time to check on something
you're looking for.
Occasionally, Security sets up a table in the

trict of Columbia and elsewhere in the region,

Clocktower for residents to seek for things

with Astrodons being far more abundant than

they've lost -- anything from single gloves to bul-

any other species. Vegetarian forest dwellers,

letin boards. Employees are instructed to give

they inhabited many areas, but Muirkirk

found items to their supervisors or to Security. If

"Dinosaur Alley" -- has consistently yielded the

an object such as a purse contains an ID, Secu-

most fossils of any known site. For many years,

ity will notify the owner.

the principal industry at Muirkirk was the primi-

Verne says, "Priscilla has her own teeny litle

tive processing of sod ore into high-grade, char-

lost and found at the Clocktower where residents

coal pig iron -- a more profitable, predictable, but

can check on whether keys, earrings, and other

boring endeavor than dinosaur digging.
To see a reconstructed, 67 foot-long Muirkirk
Astrodon,visit Baltimore's splendiferous Mary-
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small items have been turned in.

On-Campus Tax Help
By Frances Kolarek
With Tax Day behind us, it's a good time to

And it is useful for newcomers to know of this
service. Living in a life care community gives
you a substantial deduction on your income

mention, and thank, those among us who

tax for prepaid health care, a provision our in-

prepare Federal and State income tax returns.

house tax preparers are fully familiar with.

Roger Dixon, Carolyn Feinglass, Art
Longacre and Walter Sharp, all completed
2008 tax returns for Collington residents. Jack

Ria Hawkins,
1948 Olympics Participant

Yale took this year off.
Roger Dixon, a longtime tax helper, handled

With London preparing for the 2012

10 Collington returns this spring. Veteran

Olympics, Ria Hawkins is reminded of the

Walter Sharp says, "I've been preparing tax

summer of 1948, when the games were last

returns for others for 32 years. This year I did

held in London.

14, not counting my own." Three were for
nonresidents of Collington.
This year, Art Longacre, who now enlists the
help of his nephew's good eyesight, did only

Ria gota summer job working in a cafeteria
in the competitors' village in Richmond Park,
just outside London,
She volunteered to help at the 50 km walk

11 returns, ten in-house and 1 outside. "When

and drew duty at one of the stations along the

I was going full-bore," Art says, "I was doing

route where competitors could get a drink.

around 45 every year. Of those, 20 were for

Each competitor had his favorite beverages,

Collingtonians and the rest were for people

and each glass was marked with a number

who qualify for help under the Tax Counseling

matching the one on a competitor's Jersey.

for the Elderly Program in Prince George's

Volunteers were told to watch as walkers

County." Art, too, had been doing this work

approached the table, focus on one, pick up

before coming to Collington, and just kept right

the drink bearing the number on his Jersey,

on. With the exception of Walter, a sharp-

walk to meet him, walk beside him as he drank

pencil guy, these experts lean heavily upon

and finally return the empty glass to the table.

their computers. Carolyn Feinglass, who once
had her own CPA practice, completed seven

Yes, you might say Ria walked in the
Olympics.

returns for Collington residents.
It is important to note that these residents
who offer such a helpful service, do not charge
us for their expertise. However, they request a

I would be unstoppable, if I could just get
started.

contribution to the Residents Association in
return.
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A group of volunteers has been entertaining

Pacific islands -- and she continues here at

residents who have cognitive problems with

Collington, where she has identified by sight or

songs and quips since Collington's early years.

sound over 100 species. In addition, we note

Now, their Sing-Alongs take place in the Great

that Judith is a skilled player of the recorder, a

Hall in the Arbor on Friday afternoons, with

sensitive painter in watercolors, and, by virtue of

Chuck Dell officiating. Mary Ellen Hines

a fund she set up in 1992 for research and

pioneered the group, in which Chuck was an

training in parasitology at the University of

early, enthusiastic recruit. The current group is

Connecticut, has a namesake tapeworm,

looking for additional members who are willing

Mega/onchos shawae, taken from a snaggle-

to spend an hour, helping bring songs and

tooth shark north of Australia. As Judith says, her

cheer to Arbor residents. Ricky Evans and Carol

life has many threads.

Kempske accompany the singers on piano.
Recently, Ben Tayloe brought his fine voice to

Birdie Turner James of Apt. 227 joined us

the event. Come join the fun, singing for the

recently from Northport, Alabama. Born and

enjoyment of others.

raised in Mobile, she worked there for 36 years
as a middle school librarian, and after retiring;

Judith Shaw's Know Your Neighbor talk on

for ten more years as a part-time librarian for the

April 17 brought much applause and

city of Mobile. Birdie graduated from Shaw

appreciation. Her account of her career in nature

University in Raleigh, North Carolina and went

studies -- flowers, birds, fish, insects, flatworms,

on to earn a degree in Library Science from

parasites -- was interesting, informative, and

Atlanta University. She came to Collington to

touched with humor. After graduating from the

join resident June Turner, the widow of her

University of Connecticut with a major in

brother, Col. Henry Turner, and to be near the

Zoology, she began a 37-year career at the

Turner children, who live in our area. A faithful

Zoological Division of the Agricultural Research

churchgoer, Birdie looks forward to participating

Service at the Research Center in Beltsville.

in Collington activities.

Her work involved detailed indexing of scientific
literature on groups of parasites, and led her to

Jeff Schaler, psychologist, American

take courses in many languages, including

University Professor, son of resident Skip

Russian and Mandarin Chinese. Judith's early

Schaler and the author of Addiction is a Choice,

interest in birds led her to travel widely --

delivered a stimulating talk last month on

Iceland, Galapagos, Trinidad, many South

addiction, drug policy, psychiatry and the law.
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The Collington Pool Group -- no officers or

minutes -- originated with a group of residents

There are collections and collections, but

active in the Woodshop and Gardening Commit-

the Clocktower display of Hilda Jay's Button

tees some five years ago. Led by Curtis

Collection, complete with a History of Buttons, is

Langford, Bill Burleigh and George Dankers,

truly different. The six glass cases display button

they located a suitable room and bought a pool

designers' creative works with plastic, copper,

table and equipment. They offered training and

coins, celluloid, frogs and toggles. Hilda's

instruction for both men and women, and initially

research has introduced us to a field of art that

met with a good response. The Pool Room was
recently moved to the room next to the Library.

we are not familiar with, even though we have
all worn clothes with every conceivable style of

The group is eager to recruit new players and
button. Thank you, Hilda. And thanks to the
continues to offer lessons to all corners. Call
Interiors Group and Caryl Marsh for arranging
Curtis Langford to arrange a game, or for
lessons. Visitors are welcome to kibitz.

The greenhouse, raised bins and the
Hilltop Garden offer gardening opportunities for
all our residents. At present, greenhouse

the show.

Clyde and Sally Griffen recently enjoyed
visits from daughter Sarah, who arrived from
Boston with her two children, adopted from

workers have started over 1,000 begonias,

Guatemala -- Mateo and Maritsa -- and son

marigolds and impatiens seedlings that will be

Rob, and his wife Laura with their children,

ready for sale in early May. The raised bins,

Sonia and Henry, who live in D.C. The cousins

next to the green-house, contain 15 small plots

had fun playing with each other and with

for residents whose disabilities prevent them

Tupper, the Griffens' dog, and enjoyed the food

from working ground-level plots. The Hilltop

in Collington's "restaurant." In June, those two

Garden contains twenty 5'x8' plots for both

families will join other members at Mohunk

annual and perennial plants. Most plots have

Mountain House to celebrate the Griffens' 50th

already been assigned, but residents interested

wedding anniversary, Clyde's 80th birthday and

in planting flowers or vegetables in the garden

John's 50th.

should contact Jack Yale, Chair of the Garden
Committee, at Ext. 5139.

AW
Katherine Kendall receivedher fifthhonorary
degree for her contributions to social work

Birthday wishes to Denina Trotman, woman

education from Dominican University in Lake

of all seasons, whom you may find at Clocktower
Forest, Illinois. The secret of her success: You
reception when she isn't helping Roger Barnes.
just have to live a long time. Katherine says.
Enormous balloons from her husband, her
daughter, and friends made a festive

If you are going to try cross-country skiing,

celebration.

start with a small country.
May 2009
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Photographs by Pat French
An Artist's Eye
See how the
background and
foreground remain in
focus as you look down a
lane of flowers.

Enjoy the sun inside
the covered bridge.
Look for the single
red flower in a bower
of yellow.

